MV AGUSTA E-MOBILITY

AMO SERIES

The AMO series
AMO is a stylish, minimalistic e-bike designed by MV
Agusta for modern day urban mobility.
AMO possesses MV’s unmistakable Italian flair and
elegance, and is built with the same passion as the
brand’s legendary motorbikes.
MV Agusta’s new love story: The name AMO, “I love” in
Italian, celebrates the brand’s awaited entrance into
this new segment. A new romance that also means
diversification and a new audience of discerning,
environmental-conscious urban dwellers.
MV Agusta family e-bikes are designed, engineered and
assembled in Italy.

Inconspicuous yet powerful
250W powerful engine is fully integrated inside the aluminum frame

Battery life
Up to 75 km range on a single battery

Easy to use
A simple one-button interface with few detachable parts

App Connectivity
Connect and manage your ebike with one simple app.

Lightweight
15.5 kgs

Perfect for cities
Minimalistic look with no exposed electronics

Durable
Only premium quality parts with unique belt
technology provides many thousands of miles
of comfortable ride with no maintenance

3 Assistance Levels

AMO RC

Inspired by MV Agusta’s legendary Reparto
Corse, the AMO RC is a 200 units Limited Edition.
It is rich in premium features such as the
carbon wheels, Pirelli Cycl-e DT SPORT, the
rubber Brooks Cambium grip and the Fizik
Adaptive R1 saddle.

• LIMITED EDITION
200 pcs

• 250W

MAHLE X35 M1+ ENGINE

• 4 HOURS

FULL CHARGE TIME

• 25 KM/H

ASSISTED SPEED LIMIT EU

• PIRELLI
TIRES

• MAGURA MT4
DISC BRAKE

• 75 KM

COMFORTABLE RIDE
DISTANCE

AMO RR RED

Inconspicuous yet totally stylish Italian design, and
a manic attention to details: the perfect match for
the urban professional wanting to move around the
city swiftly and with complete peace of mind.

• MAGURA MT4
DISC BRAKE

• 250W

MAHLE X35 M1+ ENGINE

• PIRELLI
TIRES

• 4 HOURS

FULL CHARGE TIME

• 25 KM/H

ASSISTED SPEED LIMIT EU

• 75 KM

COMFORTABLE RIDE DISTANCE

AMOYELLOW
RR
• 250W

MAHLE X35 M1+ ENGINE

• 4 HOURS

FULL CHARGE TIME

• 25 KM/H

ASSISTED SPEED LIMIT EU

• 75 KM

COMFORTABLE RIDE DISTANCE

• MAGURA MT4
DISC BRAKE

• PIRELLI
TIRES

MOTOR

MAHLE X35 M1+

Mahle X35 M1+ is an incredibly powerful motor considering how
compact and lightweight it is. At just 3.5kg (including the battery, wiring
and the engine itself) it is able to generate up to 40 Nm of torque in the
wheel axis.
A simple and efficient motor X35 M1+ enables an elegant and clean
design of the AMO bikes which can also maintain up to 75 km of
assisted speed, a respectable distance for such an inconspicuous
bike.

• Wheel Hub
• 75km range with internal battery
• 250Wh – 36V – Panasonic 18650GA battery
• Single button control for multiple uses *

* The MAHLE Inteligent Control Option iWoc
One, is a very elegant and easy to use onebutton interface to turn On/Off the ebike,
check the battery status, select the map and
connect the ebike to the MV Ride App

MV AGUSTA APP

As with the whole family of MV Agusta products, AMO ebikes come with a dedicated app that seamlessly connects
to your e-bike and serves as a handy tool for navigation,
trip tracking and checking the status of your e-bike.
Not only that but if you’re a proud owner of more than one
MV Agusta product, you can synchronise and manage all
your vehicles in one app.

• Integrated GPS navigation
• Trip itineraries
• Battery status
• Autonomy
• Speedometer
• Assistance level
• Trip tracking (distance, time)

WHEELS

PIRELLI CYCL-E DT SPORT

MV AGUSTA AMO RR features high-quality aluminium wheels while
AMO RC is equipped with the exclusive carbon wheels adding to an
already extra lightweight build. Tyres are the premium Pirelli Cycl-e
DT SPORT 700X42C that offer great rolling efficiency, reliability and
outstanding grip to ensure safe and swift urban cycling. Both RR
and RC wheels are built with a reflective band, which guarantees
greater visibility when pedalling in city traffic at any time of day and
night.

• 700 x 42C

FRAME

A special Aeronautical grade aluminium alloy frame is
another feature which contributes towards AMO’s
lightweight build. It is also painted with a premium
resistant painting which guarantees long term durability.
The paint and decals are the same high-grade, premium
products used by MV Agusta for its legendary motorcycles

•

Aeronautical grade Aluminium alloy

•

Corrosion Resistant

•

4 Sizes: S – M – L – XL

•

Lightweight (15.5 kg complete build)

SADDLE
AMO RC

AMO RR

FIZIK ANTARES VERSUS EVO R1 ADAPTIVE saddle is
a top of the range 3D digital printed saddle. Its
padding is craf ted with carbon using the
revolutionary Digital Light Synthesis technology.
Like all other components of the AMO RC, also the
saddle is focused on the best performance and
has multiple functional zones, each of them tuned
separately for specific mechanical properties.
Each of these key functional zones is engineered
with a distinctive cushioning and mechanical
response, joined together progressively and
seamlessly in the same padding.

The AMO RR is equipped with the premium Fizik
VENTO ARGO R3 saddle. AMO saddles feature an
ergonomic cutout that was developed using
detailed pressure analysis and input from medical
experts which ensures a better riding posture
while maintaining comfort. The shape and profile
of the saddle ensures instantaneous response
and optimal power transfer.

FIZIK ANTARES VERSUS
EVO R1 ADAPTIVE

FIZIK VENTO ARGO R3

BELT

As opposed to a traditional chain drive, AMO
series features Gates Carbon Drive belt. A
premium quality carbon reinforced belt does
not accumulate grease or rust and provides an
efficient, silent and smooth riding experience.
Belt technology is also essentially
maintenance-free and lasts much longer than
chains, meaning it won’t need a replacement
for up to 30,000 km.

•

Gates Carbon Drive

BRAKES

MAGURA MT4 FRONT AND REAR HYDRAULIC DISK BRAKES
When it comes to MV Agusta brakes, nothing but the best in the
industry will do. AMO brake master is made of lightweight and durable
Carbotecture composite which contributes to the top tier durability
and an overall lightweight build of both models. Thanks to the Magura
MT4 brakes with their rigid Disc tube and one-piece calliper
configuration, the braking system offers outstanding stability and
modulation.

•

Front disk brake: 160 Ø

•

Rear disk brake: 160 Ø

GRIPS
AMO RR

BROOKS ERGONOMIC RUBBER GRIPS

MV AGUSTA AMO RR is equipped with the hard-wearing, durable and
weatherproof premium Brooks Ergonomic Rubber Grips. A varying
sectional rubber density of the handles provides a pleasant touch
and feel for everyday use. The ergonomically shaped grips are made
in nylon fabric with vertical grooves on the underside to provide
increased comfort and variable hand positions. The aluminium clamp
allows the grip to be adjusted for a perfect fit, with the rivet at the
bar end added for an elegant and sporting finishing touch.

AMO RC

BROOKS CAMBIUM RUBBER GRIPS

AMO RC comes with the Cambium Rubber Grips, the
premium-quality grips from Brooks. The grips are made
from thermoplastic rubber with organic cotton for shock
absorption and a natural look and feel. The dual textures
embossed into the rubber mean the rider can turn the
grip and adjust it to their preferred option.

CNC PARTS

What makes AMO series design so lightweight, sophisticated and reliable is the use
of CNC technology, the same technology used in creating every MV Agusta product.
20% of the essential parts of both models are Ergal anodized CNC machined
special components, developed specifically for these models. The use of CNC
technology in designing AMO means unparalleled consistency in quality and
flexibility in creating unique yet durable designs.

CNC MACHINED PARTS:
•

Front brake caliper support

•

Rear brake caliper support

•

Handlebar steam

•

Top cone
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